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puriFlash®
Ultra Performance Flash Purification

MS directed purification platform

puriFlash® MS, a family of mass specs for Analysts & Chemists

Ion Sources:

puriFlash MS

puriFlash MS-HMW

for small molecule, synthetic organic
chemists.

for large molecules - peptide synthesis,
polymer chemistry & natural products

ESI and APCI

ESI and APCI

Patented API: orthogonal ion sampling from heated capillary - allows for small single turbo pump.
Positive/Negative Ionization

Single Analysis

Single Analysis

Flow rate range ESI

10 µL/min - 1 mL/min

10 µL/min - 1 mL/min

Flow rate range APCI

10 µL/min - 2 mL/min

10 µL/min - 2 mL/min

10 to 1200

10 to 2000

10000

10000

0.5 - 0.7

0.5 - 0.7

100:1

100:1

Accuracy (m/z)

0.1

0.1

Stability
(m/z-units per 24 hour period: 18 24 °C)

0.1

0.1

mass range
(m/z)
Scan rate
(m/z-units per second)
Resolution
(m/z-units FWHM)
Sensitivity
(SIM - S/N of 10 pg Reserpine, FIA 5
µL injection at 100 µL/min)

puriFlash® MS Interface
Innovative Interchim proprietary split & dilution technology in a box
# Compatible with all flow rate so all sizes of purification
columns
(MRA valve generate excessive pressure above 30 ml/min which limits the
dimensions of the usable columns)

# The integrated post-split dilution allows to play with the
incoming concentration in the MS source.
You can work with samples without concentration limit &
without saturating the detector.
# Normal Phase / Reverse Phase
# Fully controlled by the puriFlash Platform & exportable on
any other market system in a stand-alone mode.
# Normalized scale of MS signals, UV, ELSD by soft Interchim.

puriFlash® MS Interface
I will summarize below what do I think about the Puriflash_MS system. In this way you will know my general opinion and it will be easy to
focus our discussion on some points of major interest for you.
We are using these system (Puriflash +MS ) since two years. In general we are happy and satisfied because the system is very robust and
thanks to the use of these new Flash cartridge (15 um spherical stationary phase , up to 22 bar) it is possible to rapidly purify compound of
interest in one step without using too much solvent (really time saving also on the evaporating step...)
Moreover what I found particularly beneficial is the hyphenation of the MS to the flash system. Having the possibility of performing an MSguided purification of a compound of interest it helps a lot, especially in our work ( we work in natural product research and often we have
to purify target compound that lacks of a UV chromophore or that are identified as ion by MS-based metabolomics)
We have used the system before with an MRA valve and after with a new Interchim active split. We decided to use the interchim split to
avoid the problem of increased backpressure generated by the MRA valve. We have it since about 4 month. During the first period we have
also tested the new split with some mix of standards to see if we were able to obtain a good MS ionization. We obtained a good MS
response. In these few month we noticed a reduced saturation of the MS signal when using the new split and this is quite beneficial
moreover when you increase the loading.
We have performed UV/ELSD/MS purification, from complex mixture (up to 300 mg)using the interchim split and we were able to have a
good UV/ELSD/MS signal that helped the efficiency of the purification process.
Some US scientists told us that they were able to perform purification from grams of extract using the Puriflash with the interchim split/MS
without any particular problem.
We also use the system for LC/MS purification in normal phase (thanks to the post column dilution, we are using the Puriflash hyphenated
to the MS in normal phase conditions) It is very interesting to have the MS response in normal phase has it is not possible to do LC/MS in
normal phase at the analytical level.
Antonio Azzollini,
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puriFlash® MS Interface
# Method transfer from HPLC to High Resolution Flash Chromatography for precise
purification of compounds of interest from grams of complex natural extracts
Antonio Azzollini1, Quentin Favre-Godal1, Emerson Ferreira Queiroz1, Davy Guillarme1, Jean-Luc Wolfender1 1
School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, EPGL, University of Geneva, University of Lausanne, 30 Quai Ansermet CH1211 Geneva 4

# Flash MS-Targeted Isolation of natural products under Normal Phase Conditions
Davide Righi1, Antonio Azzollini1, Emerson Ferreira Queiroz1, Jean-Luc Wolfender1
School of pharmaceutical sciences, University of Geneva, University of Lausanne, 30 Quai Ernest-Ansermet,
1211 Geneva 4, Switzerland
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